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MP Premier™ delivers 
next-level property search
and display.

Full access to an API-driven WordPress plugin 
that leverages the power of RealNex 
Marketplace. Zero dual data entry.
SEO-optimized property listing detail pages 
generate representative images for social 
media
Customize colors, fonts, map pins, and more 
to fit your corporate brand
All driven by a WordPress plugin that is 
regularly supported, updated, and improved

MP Direct™ &
MP Premier™

Next-level property search and
display on your own website.

The all-new MP Premier takes commercial real estate property search and display to the next level. CRE 
decision-makers and their website admins now have full access to an API-driven WordPress plugin that 
leverages the power of RealNex Marketplace and delivers extensive SEO-optimized customization 
possibilities: corporate branding, map vs. grid, minimalist vs. advanced, and more.
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With MP Direct…
we offer a variety of packages to showcase your listings with maps 
and thumbnails. You pick the theme from one of our templates and 
we provide the link. Pick the view, color palette and search features. 
It’s that easy.

Want more.
Upgrade to MP Premier.
Customize the look and feel to match your website design look and 
feel. Even add closed transactions and featured properties. We will 
then design an interface to your liking…and browsers remain on 
your site to further enhance your SEO.

Either way you take advantage of 
streamlined, efficient listing
management and display.
  Single-source Listing Management, listings entered in the 
  RealNex Marketplace feed directly into your website.
  Spotlight your agents, their listings, experience and
  qualifications.
  Powerful search tools for clients to easily access the best
  listings to meet their needs.
  Sophisticated mapping and data overlays.

Power your website with a robust search engine
that profiles your team and their listings!


